
ASTRAL PROJECTION (Astral-Sex, Remote Viewing) 
 In Astral projection, the evil spirit and soul (of the witch), uses soul power to project itself out and make 
contact with another person’s spirit body. They actually project themselves somewhere into the other person’s 
body, and then return, to the hosts spirit. The soul communicates with the witch as to where it was and who it 
made contact with.  
 There is a phenomenal amount of power and intelligence in the spirit bodies of humans, especially 
when those spirit bodies are under control of their soul. Satan has been working steadily throughout the ages 

since the fall of Adam, to gain the use of these spiritual bodies for his own evil schemes. Mankind’s physical 
bodies are weak and of little value to Satan, but mankind’s spiritual bodies under the conscious control of their 
souls, are something of great value in the spirit realm. Satan’s goal is to teach humans to regain the conscious 
control of their spiritual bodies. Many people manage to do this, and once this is achieved, these people can 
actually perceive some of the spirit world as well as the physical world. They can then talk with demons, leave 
their physical bodies, project their spirit and soul, and with full conscious awareness, go places and do things 
with what seems to the average human, supernatural power. It is also possible to astral project to a third party, 
using another witch as a go between. Witches and warlocks use this astral projection for endless reasons on a 
regular basis. They are constantly aware of the realm of Satan’s kingdom.  
 Astral projection is very physically demanding for those who use it. It weakens them tremendously. 
They must be careful when they use it because their mental and physical state may be challenged immediately 
after doing it. It can be compared to the high of drugs and the coming down period after the high. The high is 
exhilarating but the coming down is tiring.  
Remote viewing 
 Most astral projection is done from one body to another; however, there are some individuals (witches), 
that are able to astral project to places without entering a body. They can observe, hear and watch what goes 
on in other places without entering another body. It is already an accepted activity in the CIA, FBI and KGB spy 
world of the security service. Many proclaim that regular type spy activity is no longer nearly as necessary, 
because of this demonic activity being harnessed, supposedly for the good of the security of mankind. In the 
secret service field they call astral projection "remote viewing" so those talking about it don't realize what is 
really being spoken. The security services do this in the same manner as the mental health so-called 
professionals do, as they continuously change the names of anxiety disorders so no one has a clue what they 
are talking about or what they are referring to. People must pay a brain doctor in order to find out what their 
diagnosis really means. They make it so they are the only ones with the ability to decipher the code names in 
plain English. 
THE CONNECTION BETWEEN ASTRAL PROJECTION AND WITCHCRAFT 
ASTRAL SEX 
 Astral sex is the ability to project ones spirit man into the victims body and have intercourse with it. This 
is a very common occurrence among Satanists. They literally leave their physical bodies in a dormant state, 
while they astral project into the body of whoever they want to have sex with. This is one of the reasons many 
men wake up having an orgasm and women wake up sexually aroused for no particular reason. In many 
cases, the victim thinks he or she just had a sexual dream, but often this is not the case. Sexual intercourse 
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actually takes place with the senses of intercourse being experienced. This practice is very similar to incubi 
and succubi demons having sex with individuals. Sex and power is what makes most people join Satanist 
covens. It is by far their biggest drawing card.  
 In the Brotherhood (Satanism) the most important attraction for witches and warlocks is the ability to 
learn how to astral project. Sex and power is what makes most people join Satanist covens. This can be done 
for many reasons as you can well imagine. Think about the financial and security reasons alone and you can 
grasp how it can be used for manipulation in many businesses. Many think that one of the reasons we hear so 
little about spies anymore is because spies are no longer necessary. The agencies who require this secret 
information now hire witches under the auspices of being a qualified secret agent. Witchcraft in any and all 
forms is the reason the world’s economic system has been under the control of the secret societies from the 
earliest days of humankind. Anyone who has done any reasonable amount of research into Secret Societies, 
all of which report to the Black Pope of the Vatican, knows that they control and manipulate the economies of 
the world. All the real money of the world is in the hands of very few people, but those people are all involved in 
secret societies whether they be under the huge umbrella of the Freemasons, Jesuits, Knights Of Columbus, 
Illuminati, or what have you. These secret societies are all under the control of the one who is the liar and 
deceiver well known to mankind from his origin. Satan is the one in control, always, directly or indirectly. That is 
why anyone who is not of his kingdom, one who is truly born again, will have no part in making money from 
manipulation.  
 However enticing these other reasons may be, sex is the main goal of all astral projection. Witches 
desire to have sex with individuals that they would never in a million years be able to have sex with, and they 
can do it as often as they desire, depending on their powers. Astral sex is the ability to project ones spirit man 
into the victims body and have intercourse with it. This is a very common occurrence among Satanists. They 
literally leave their physical bodies in a dormant state, while they astral project into the body of whoever they 
want to have sex with. This is one of the reasons many men wake up having an orgasm and women wake up 
sexually aroused for no particular reason. In many cases, the victim thinks he or she just had a sexual dream, 
but often this is not the case. Sexual intercourse actually takes place with the five senses of intercourse being 
experienced. This practice is very similar to incubi and succubi demons having sex with individuals.  
 The individuals on the receiving end are often Hollywood stars, musicians, preachers, teachers, 
politicians, male or female models, and on and on. Many of them are being bombarded constantly with 
unexplainable sexual desires and urges. Most of them have no idea what's going on, they learn to accept 
certain things as coming with the territory, rather than realizing they are demonic. You can well imagine the 
sexual problems they are having if incubus and succubus demons are having sex with them day in and day 
out. No wonder so many of these people become sexually perverted and end up divorced. Satan is indirectly 
controlling them and they don’t even realize it. 
  The Roman Catholic church has known about astral projection for centuries, because the Jesuits 
themselves do it. In Catholicism it’s called “bilocation”. According to the Catholic Dictionary (page 67) it is 
described as follows: “Multiple or simultaneous presence of the same substance or soul in two places distant 
from each other. Bilocation's have been frequently reported in the lives of the saints.” 
 Spectrophlia, not to be confused with “necrophelia”, is a form of congreeus subtilis (astral sex). In the 
case of spectrophlia a non physical partner is not as incubus or succubus but the spirit of the “deceased”. A 
Belgian Roman Catholic priest named abbe Joseph-Antoine Boullan (1824-1893), brought this practice to the 
forefront. Successful sexual contacts were supposedly made with Cleopatra, Alexander the Great, etc.  
ASTRAL PROJECTION AND APPORTING CONNECTION 
 Astral projection is one of those things in the “soul power” realm that is extremely hard to comprehend, 
never mind try to explain. Astral projection is the counterfeit, or copycat of a divine mechanism Yahveh used as 
described in several verses in the Good Book with His Son Yeshua and special prophets like John The 
Revelator. Apporting is the disappearance of a physical object from one location and its reappearance at 
another location. The object must dematerialize into the air and then re-materialize. I believe Philip, like 
Yeshua, vanished. Acts 8:39-40 “And when they came up out of the water, the Spirit of Adonai snatched 
Philip away; and the eunuch saw him no more, but went on his way rejoicing. But Philip found himself at 
Azotus; and as he passed through he kept preaching the gospel to all the cities, until he came to Caesarea”. 
Messiah apported from His tomb and then He appeared from nowhere at the house of Cornelious.  
John 20:19 “When therefore it was evening, on that day, the first {day} of the week, and when the doors were 
shut where the disciples were, for fear of the Jews, Yeshua came and stood in their midst, and said to 
them, “Peace {be} with you.” 
 The experience of being “born again” is the gateway to the learning experience of walking with Adonai. 
The power of Adonai is made available to people once they invite Yeshua into their life and they begin to 
receive the leading of the Holy Spirit. In a similar manner, when Satanists get initiated they receive the ability 
and power to astral 
project. As they gain their Satanic seniority they are able to astral project further distances. It is not uncommon 
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for a witch to project herself 500-10,000 miles.  
 The Bible speaks of a “silver chord” that many believe may be referring to astral projection (Eccl. 
12:3-7). Yahveh doesn’t want us controlling our spirit body with our soul as such. He wants our spirit to lead 
our soul so His Holy Spirit can lead us.  
 A fascinating thing that most Believers don’t understand is that they can stop anyone from astral 
projecting into them if they just ask Yah to cut the tie between that individuals spirit and soul. That separation of 
soul and spirit you might say, disconnected all the soul power required to astral project.  
  
DASYD MINISTRY  "DO AS YESHUA DID"  dasydministry.org   Jerry Hennig (Apr/22) 
excerpt from Del Book.  
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